
Nonprofit Effectiveness Workshops: Overview  

The Boston Foundation’s Nonprofit Effectiveness team offers trainings to nonprofit staff several times a year 

on issues of relevance and importance to their work. These workshops are determined by surveys released to 

the nonprofit community asking nonprofit leaders to share specifics of their organizational needs.  

Invitations for upcoming workshops will be announced via e-mail. Please join our e-mail list to receive 

updates from the Nonprofit Effectiveness team. Due to limited capacity, registration for this session is offered 

on a first-come first-served basis. Please note that these workshops tend to fill very quickly. 

Monthly Giving Common Nonprofit Trainings       Ongoing  

In these monthly nonprofit trainings, Giving Common staff review with nonprofit users the benefits to completing a 

profile, training documents, tour the site and provide a hands-on training on the computer. 

Million Dollar Moves: Stewardship as a Revenue Enhancer     04/15/2016 

Workshop on the key principles and practices of stewardship. Stewardship is the key to raising more resources without 

acquiring more donors, working smarter, not harder, and creating a sustainable development department.  

Entries to Cultivation: Gateway Events        03/04/2016 

This interactive workshop helped nonprofits consider effectives strategies and tactics for designing, planning, executing 

and following up after Gateway Events. Provided understanding on the building blocks for creating and sustaining the 

donor pipeline as a vital part of the organization’s culture of philanthropy and the important steps that lead to successful 

solicitations.  

Why Have an Annual Development Plan? Creating a Culture of Asking    09/16/2015 

This workshop helped smaller nonprofits determine their funding strategy and plan appropriate funding sources in-line 

with their organizational mission. 

Grantmaking: Through the Eyes of a Funder       05/19/2015 

This interactive workshop allowed nonprofits to review mock proposals with the goal of assisting nonprofits with 

understanding and strengthening their own real-life grant proposals.  

Outcomes Measurement in Action         2/26/2015  

This interactive workshop included a panel of nonprofit peers offering tangible ideas about creative ways to enhance 

current outcomes measurement efforts and build an organizational culture of measurement.  

Easy Things Nonprofits Can Do to Increase Online Giving Using Social Media, E-mail and the Giving 

Common             8/19/2014  

In partnership with two Giving Common nonprofits (Tracy Smith of Community Rowing and Dr. Jennifer Yanco of the 

West African Research Association) and John Haydon, world-renowned "smart marketing" expert and author of 

Facebook Marketing for Dummies, this training shared the two nonprofit’s experiences with online fundraising using 

their Giving Common profiles, as well as provided strategies for implementing online fundraising techniques at 

nonprofits of all sizes, to reach individual donors.  

The Giving Common Impact Tab Webinar         10/24/2013 

In partnership with ESC of New England, Inc., this webinar for nonprofits clarified and expanded upon the five Charting 

Impact questions, which comprise the Giving Common Impact tab, providing nonprofits with suggestions for 

implementation and with tips for how to think through, and answer, the five questions about impact. 
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Introduction to Fund Development Workshop        5/21/2013 

This workshop gave an overview of fund development and ideas on how to manage the campaign process, including 

nonprofit organization case study that demonstrated many fund development techniques. 

What Difference Are You Making?: Developing & Measuring Outcomes   1/23/2013 

This workshop focused on developing and implementing measurements by addressing how to identify and measure 

outcomes and assisted in conceptualization of connections between their activities/inputs and impacts.  

Giving Common Challenge Training         9/24/2012 

In October 2012, TBF held the Giving Common Challenge, a successful 36-hour online giving event which leveraged 

$150k in grants, and an additional $50k in support costs, to channel a total of $1.074MM from 6,904 donations from 

6,373 unique donors, to participating nonprofit organizations. The pre-Challenge training for nonprofits reviewed the 

Giving Common Challenge set-up, provided a mock-up of the Challenge website, shared ideas from other cities that had 

held successful giving events, and showed nonprofits how to access their donation reports.     

CEO Seminar on Leadership Development        9/11/2012 

In partnership with the Bridgespan Group, this workshop helped CEOs and board members with tools to translate future 

leadership needs into specific development plans and build talent champions in organizations.  

Fiscal Sponsorship: A Tool for Organizational and Community Capacity Building  4/23/2012 

This interactive workshop covered the basics of fiscal sponsorship, touching on other structural options for smaller 

organizations and programs. 

 

Trainings for Donors and Funders 

Giving Common Tool Overview - Local University Philanthropy Courses   Ongoing  

The Giving Common is utilized as a due diligence tool by local college and university philanthropy courses, such as 

Northeastern University’s Students4Giving and Tufts University’s Tufts Council for Philanthropic Leadership, 

conjunction with their student-led grantmaking efforts. In these interactive trainings, the students experience a profile 

tour and overview of the Giving Common tool, as well, tips for assessing nonprofit health.   

Learning More About Nonprofits Through Due Diligence     9/30/2014  

Piloted in partnership with SheGives, “… a foundation that connects committed, inquisitive donors to a broad portfolio of 

vetted philanthropies around Greater Boston,” provided an overview of due diligence tool, questionss and practices for 

reviewing nonprofit health, with a particular emphasis on 990 and audit analysis. The trainings also explored where 

funders’ values and approaches meet potential grantees, based on the parties’ capacity, life cycle, leadership and other 

factors.  

 

http://shegivesboston.org/

